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“

Easy purchasing with the OrderWriter app for iPad 

David Schaap, director at Nyon: ‘We help retailers in the fashion industry to simplify their purchasing process.

To that end, we have developed the OrderWriter app. No more hassle with forms; purchasing can now simply be 

done on the iPad. Buyers can fill out orders offline and then synchronise with their own software upon arriving home. 

That saves them a lot of time. Our clients, which include Man At Work, Oger, Van Dijk Waalwijk, Omoda and Van den 

Assem Schoenen, already work with the OrderWriter and are excited to do so.’

Benefits of purchasing 
by using the OrderWriter

• Fill out orders offline

• Manage the orders on your iPad

• Make direct photos with the iPad

• Direct visual overview of your purchases

• Connect to your automation system

• Synchronise when it suits you

• Directly available in your stock administration

• Insight into expenses at item group level

• Automatically submit the order in PDF to the supplier

Visit www.orderwriter.nl and request a demo.

Or call Nyon at 0031 (0)20 – 723 22 67

“Everything on one device. Perfect!

The OrderWriter saves us a great deal of time, because we no longer have to fill out any orders 

manually. That also makes it less error-prone. Moreover, I find it highly convenient that we only 

ever have to bring my iPad along with us.

No more order blocks, results lists, or photo camera, but everything organised and together. It 

saves us more than 50% of our time. This allows us to focus on what we’re good at. Nyon is a 

pleasant partner to work with; always easily accessible and helpful!”

- Evelyn Rijks, Head of Purchasing at Van den Assem Schoenen

“The OrderWriter has been received with much excitement in the fashion industry. Many 

retailers are benefitting from its advantages. However, Nyon continues to develop, as 

there is much more to gain. FashionExchange: a platform that enables even more intensive 

communication between manufacturer and retailer. Recently, the shoe manufacturer Van 

Bommel shared his catalogue digitally with customers. Through the OrderWriter these clients 

can now directly place orders in the lookbook of Van Bommel. That saves much entry hassle. 

Vice versa Van Bommel is better able to remain up to date on the stock and extra orders have 

been made easier. Due to short lines and clear communication, you can imagine that both the 

retailers and the manufacturers can save on stock and staff.”

- David Schaap at Nyon

What our clients say...

One step forward with the OrderWriter & FashionExchange

Retailers pleased with fast solution to 

EAN-code traffic

Wilmar Schmit at Shuz.nl is happy with this development. He has been 

doing business with Van Bommel for a while now, and is responsible for 

the sale of a significant part of the collection. He is one of the first to use 

FashionExchange: the new integration of the catalogue and the OrderWriter.

Wilmar Schmit says about this:

“The reason that we wish to work like this is because it is a quick way for us to 

take care of the EAN-code traffic. It is simple, clear and fast. I can now upload 

the lookbook at the stand on the exhibition. Then I can use a double tap to 

implement the shoe in the app. It then ends up on the digital item list of the 

OrderWriter. And when I get home, all we have to do is connect the iPad to the 

computer.”

Suppliers see a future 

in the solutions from Nyon

“In the usually quite conservative footwear industry, a company such as Nyon is 

a great asset. Nyon knows how to optimize existing processes in a creative and 

pragmatic manner.

The OrderWriter with a custom-made digital catalogue for Van Bommel and 

Floris van Bommel is a good example of this. I expect more surprising solutions 

in the near future from this young and dynamic company.”

- Reynier van Bommel, director of the shoe factory Van Bommel

Benefits OrderWriter & 
FashionExchange

• Collections of brands directly and digitally available

• Halve the time of your purchasing appointments

• Item groups and colours automatically translated to your details

• All barcodes and photos are submitted as well

•  Quick insight into stock, enabling effective alignment between sales and 

purchasing

• More effective than EDI, without complicated IT processes

Further information on 

FashionExchange and OrderWriter?

Contact Nyon at 0031 (0)20 723 22 67 and inquire into the possibilities.
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